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PROCEEDINGS 

CLERK: Oyez, oyez, oyez, all persons having

business before the Honorable, the United States Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit are admonished

to draw near and give their attention for the. Court is now

sitting. God save the United States in this honorable

Court. Be seated please.

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: I'd like to welcome

everybody to the unveiling of the portrait of our colleague,

the Honorable Harry T. Edwards. It's a great pleasure for

us to pay tribute to our friend and colleague who has served

this Court so ably for 25 years, both as a jurist and for

seven of those years as our Chief Judge. Judge Edwards was

appointed to the D.C. Circuit by President Carter in 1980.

He served as Chief Judge from September 15, 1994 til

July 16, 2001. Before joining the bench, Judge Edwards was

a tenured professor of law at the University of Michigan and

at the Harvard Law School, and then again at the University

of Michigan. Before that, he had practiced law. in Chicago

with Safer, Shaw, Fairweather and Geraldson from 1965 to

1970. Yesterday, November 3, 2005, Judge Edwards took

senior status and I should say turned 65. Hard to believe.

On behalf of the Court I'm pleased to welcome

Judge Edwards and his family to this joyous occasion. I

take great pleasure in welcoming Judge Edwards' wife,
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Pamela, Pamela Carrington Edwards; his son Brent Hayes

Edwards; Brent's wife Nora Michelini; Judge Edwards'

daughter, Michelle Howard and her partner Nick, Nick Acevado

I should say; Judge Edwards' sister Pam Matthews; his nephew

Brian Nelson and his cousins Joseph Ferguson, Leslie

Robinson and Carol Denny. We're pleased that you've come

from near and far to be here with us for this very special

day.

We're also joined today by members of Judge

Edwards' extended court family and distinguished guests from

his many walks of life. Our colleagues on the Court of

Appeals and the District Court, members of other courts,

distinguished members of the Bar, Judge Edwards' former law

clerks and many friends. I would particularly like to

recognize and extend warm greetings to our distinguished

guests from the United States Supreme Court. The young man

on my immediate left, Chief Justice of the United States,

the Honorable John G. Roberts, Jr. The Chief Justice

returns home today for the first time in that role. We have

also with us our former colleagues, Justices Antony Scalia,

Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Clarence Thomas. Our amici curiae,

Justices John Paul Stevens, Sandra Day O'Connor, David

Suitor and Stephen Bryer. It's our privilege to have all of

you with us today.

We also welcome home our esteemed former
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colleagues,	 The Honorable Patricia Wald, Abner Micva, Robert

Bork and Kenneth Starr. We're very pleased to have you back

among our ranks on this special day.

Before the unveiling of Judge Edwards' portrait

there will be several tributes to Judge Edwards. Our first

speaker today is our friend and former colleague Justice

Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Justice Ginsburg served on this Court

from 1980 until 1993 when she was elevated to the Supreme

Court. She is a regular at Judge Edwards' ceremonies,

perhaps most important, officiating at his and Pamela's

wedding in February of 2000. It's an honor to have you back

with us, Justice Ginsburg.

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Chief Judge Ginsberg, my

colleagues in the Federal judging corp, sisters and brothers

at the Bar, family, friends and admirers of Judge Harry T.

Edwards. Judge Edwards and I have been trying for some

years to master the art of the polite not to requests to

speak here, there and everywhere. But, when Harry asked me

to join this celebration, I said maybe, without a moment's

hesitation. How could I resist? In full accord with the

producers and cast of the June 2001 hit, the Wizard of the

D.C. Circuit, I'm just wild about Harry.

Judge Edwards and I were appointed to the D.C.

Circuit in 1980, four months apart; Harry first, then me.

In the 13 years we served together, the record I think will
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1 bear out, we agreed with_each other more often than any

2 other pair of judges then on the D.C. Circuit. 	 Harry may

3 remember the first time we sat together. 	 The man that he

4 and I regarded as the prince of the D.C. Circuit, 	 Paul

5 McGowan presiding, we were impaneled to hear a greatly

6 expedited interlocutory appeal in one of the Scientology

7 cases.	 A witness, wife of the Scientology founder, had

8 refused to testify in an ongoing District Court criminal

9 trial and was held in contempt. 	 We heard her appeal on a

10 Friday and worked steadily over the weekend to give the

11 District Court the answers it needed to resume the trial on

12 Monday.	 Our efficient production of a sizable per curiam

13 opinion was facilitated by Harry's word processor, 	 signs of

14 things to come.	 Harry was the only WordPerfect savvy judge

15 in the courthouse in those now ancient days.

16 Over the years we worked and dined together,

17 played golf -- well at least Harry and Marty did.

18 schlepped along.	 We attended various social events, even

19 shopped together.	 It was one of those precious moments in

20 life for me, Harry, when you and I broke away from a dull

21 conference in Edinboro to lunch near the castle and then

22 gift shop.	 The sales person assisting us assumed I was your

23 wife.	 Seven years your senior in age, 	 I glowed all day.

24 In the good job I have, 	 I am often asked for.

25 inspirational advice to convey to young people just starting
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on life's way. 	 I usually begin aspire and work hard to make

your aspirations a reality. Appreciate that in our open

society, no doors are closed to those who devote the time

and effort needed to make dreams come true. Throughout

Harry's life, he has been guided by similar counsel. At

Cornell and Michigan he was a top ranking student never

letting racial bigotry retard his performance. After five

years in practice after leaving the Chicago labor law firm,

Harry was lured back to the academy by a Michigan law school

professor then head of the faculty appointments committee

and later dean who reminisced: Harry was something of a

legend at the school, one of the best all around students we

ever had.

Harry tried out for Harvard faculty from 1975

until 1977 and then left his tenured post there to return to

his Michigan colleagues. It may be that his appreciation of

the value of collegiality dawned in those years. During

Harry's early and later days at Michigan he honed his skills

as a labor arbitrator and mediator. And, well before his

thoughts turned to the D.C. Circuit, he added administrative

law to his teaching and scholarly pursuits. In recognition

of his grasp on that sometimes slippery subject, Harry was

selected to serve as a member of the Administrative

Conference of the United States. Jimmy Carter, early in his

presidency, appointed Professor Edwards to Amtrak's board of
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directors and later named him board chairman. Becaus-e—of

his mastery of labor law and his commitment to equal

opportunity for all, his own university and others turned to

him for counsel in the 1970's once people comprehended that

the laws prohibiting discriminatory employment practices had

real teeth.

Harry's intelligence, energy and experience well

equipped him to take the helm of the D.C. Circuit in 1994.

In his nearly seven year tenure as Chief Judge, he

transformed the Court into a model of collegiality and

efficiency as it remains today.

When we were new judges together the Court was a

sometimes fractious span. The divisions we soon discovered

did not necessarily fall along party lines. Enter Harry as

Chief, at the operational level through sheer determination

and tireless effort, Harry made everyone at the Court,

judges and staff alike, computer literate. His automation

initiatives helped his successful endeavor to cut the

Circuit's backlog and reduce case disposition time.

His greatest achievement, however, was to steer

the Court on a course of caring collegiality. He did that,

not simply to make the workplace more pleasant, but to

increase the public's respect for and confidence in judicial

decisionmaking. The mammoth Microsoft case tested and

demonstrated the quality of his leadership. The Court
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crafted a 125-page per curiam opinion and released it during

Harry's last days as the Circuit's Chief Judge. A

Washington Post editorial page staff member commented on

that feat.

Seven judges of extremely diverse politics took on

a politically divisive case. Defying almost all

predictions, they put ideology aside and managed to craft a

ruling that every member of the Court could sign in its

entirety. The D.C. Circuit did not look much like a

partisan battleground that week. Rather, its judges looked

well, like judges, neutrally applying complicated precedence

to even more complicated facts and striving successfully to

get the right answer.

Despite the heavy load he shouldered in 25 and

more years on the Circuit bench, Judge Edwards has been a

prolific writer in the law reviews and a once a week teacher

dominantly at NYU, but also at Duke, Georgetown, Harvard,

Michigan and the University of Pennsylvania. He sparked

both the academy and the practicing bar to re-examine what

they are about in his provocative discussions of the parlous

state of legal education and the profession. But, Judge

Edwards is not the hand-wringing kind. He has published

well-considered thoughts on the vision needed to lead the

legal profession into better days and higher esteem.

For nearing six years, Harry's spirits have been
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buoyed up by his grand partner in life, his wise, brave, and

beautiful Pamela. Pamela is so loving and kind. She did

not even mind when, at their wedding ceremony, at which

officiated, Harry kissed me before he kissed Pamela.

A word about the artist Judge Edwards chose to

paint his portrait. Just five years ago a portrait of me by

Simmie Knox was unveiled here. By the time he painted me,

Simmie had already portrayed several of our society's prime

movers, including Thurgood Marshall and once D.C. Circuit

Chief Judge Spottswood Robinson. Soon after completing my

portrait, Simmie was commissioned to paint White House

portraits of President Clinton and Hilary. Judge Edwards

among his many qualities knows talent when he sees it and so

picked Simmie Knox to paint the portrait about to be

unveiled. We will shortly see what I anticipate will be

another great work from Simmie Knox's fine hand.

Describing his third Circuit colleague, Chief

Judge Edward R. Becka, Harry wrote two years ago; he is

active, visionary, tireless, loyal, decisive and creative.

He confronts and addresses problems directly and deals with

people honestly. He knows everything about his Circuit's

operation and everyone on the operation, both judges and

staff. Most important, his leadership is always focused on

the enterprise, never on himself. That description it seems

to me fits the Honorable Harry T. Edwards perfectly.
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	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: 	 Thank you very much,	

Justice Ginsburg. Our next speaker is our Argus, you might

even say venerable colleague, the Honorable Laurence H.

Silberman. Judge Silberman has been a member of this Court

since 1985 and a senior judge since 2000. Judge Silberman.

JUDGE SILBERMAN: Chief Judge Ginsberg, my

colleagues on the Court of Appeals, our distinguished guests

from the Supreme Court, former colleagues on the Court of

Appeals and friends and family of Judge Edwards.

I have known and watched Harry Edwards for 20

years as a colleague, as a friend and for seven years as the

Chief Judge of this Court. Sitting with Harry was always an

adventure. No one on this Court was better prepared and

Harry, on occasion, was capable of surprising his colleagues

with a focus on the aspect of the case which eluded others.

It is now a practice on our Court for our law clerks to

discuss cases with each other, argument, which has both

advantages and disadvantages. Sometimes law clerks are

advancing their own views rather than their judge's. Of

course that never happens on the Supreme Court.

Harry always thought the disadvantages outweighed

the advantages, so he kept his chambers hermetically sealed

before argument. He was determined to approach argument and

the conference having thought about the case independently.

That is not to say that Harry's position was unpredictable.

	1
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He is—not an idiosyncratic judge. I have never thought—that

idiosyncratic judges or unpredictable was a virtue in a

judge, despite what many journalists believe. Harry's

opinions were always straightforward, reflecting a

disciplined mode of thinking and a clear even blunt writing

style to be sure his labor law opinions read like treatises,

but I didn't object because they were so good.

As befitting the old professor who continued to

teach as Justice Ginsburg pointed out, he also contributed.

significantly to legal scholarship with his occasional law

review articles. Perhaps most noteworthy were his articles

rebutting the fevered speculation and distorted analysis of

our Court's decisionmaking advanced by several academics.

Harry persuasively argued that the political identity of the

President who appoint us was not a particularly good

indicator as to how any of us decide cases.

At oral argument Harry was peerless. He is known

throughout the bar for his gentle questioning, never

pressing counsel very hard. Indeed, his retiring style

became the model for his juniors, particularly Judge

Sentelle and me. Seriously, no one zones in so unerringly

to the soft spots in a party's argument. When I was first

appointed to this Court, Nino Scalia predicted that Harry

and I would become close friends. He was right, but I have

to concede we went through a rather bumpy patch. The nadir
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came when the two of us sat	 on FERC case with my—fellow 	

speaker today Ruth Ginsburg. We never discussed our

internal discussions on cases publicly. But, I think I can

make an exception this one time, given the denouement of the

case.

It used to be rather de rigeur to assign FERC

cases to less senior judges, which was for Steve Williams

was akin to throwing Brer Rabbit into the bramble patch.

Once I was sitting with Ruth and Harry, the latter

presiding, and one of our cases was a particularly intricate

FERC case. Harry and Ruth were both rather pointed in their

questions directed at government counsel. Observers would

certainly have concluded that at minimum they regarded

FERC's plea for deference skeptically. When we conferred

after argument, as the least senior, I spoke first and

rather atypically, I admit, I was undecided. Harry and Ruth

thought the government should be reversed and Harry perhaps

smelling a fish at my professed indecision assigned the case

to me. While I protested, he pointed out my indecision

meant that I would like the reversal narrow. As we judges

say, the opinion would not write. I sent my colleagues a

memo indicating that I had tried to write the opinion as

assigned, but concluded that for certain stated reasons I

could not.

Ruth, at that point, had either just been named or
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3

4

was anxious to be named to the	 Supreme Court and Harry was

particularly busy. They both indicated they were persuaded

and so the case remained assigned to me. I drafted the

opinion somewhat painfully because it really was quite

difficult. They both concurred and the opinion went to the

printer. No more than one-half hour before it was to issue

at virtually the end of our term a motion arrived to hold

the case in abeyance; the parties were allegedly close to

settlement. I was thunderstruck and now a little annoyed.

I recalled this had happened to Nino once and he pronounced

that settlement discussions were to be ignored after an

opinion was in galleys. I took the same position, but Harry

somewhat wickedly voted to hold the opinion in abeyance.

Ruth agreed and an order to that effect issued.

I went off on vacation and weeks later one of my

secretaries, now Harry's secretary, called to tell me that

the opinion had actually issued and was published in the

abeyance sheets. The clerk's office had forgotten to tell

Wes of the order holding the case in abeyance. I was very

tempted to be quiet but my conscious got the better of me

and I told my secretary to notify Harry's chambers. Shortly

thereafter, Mt. Vesuvius erupted. I don't to this day know

whether Harry suspected me of skullduggery, but the clerk's

office ran with blood. And that particular issue of the

advance sheet is a collector's item. An order, of course,
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issued withdrawing the opinion. I kept —in	 my chambers a

copy of those advance sheets. Somehow my chambers was

burned down.

Shortly thereafter Harry and I would get a long

period of close friendship. Ricki and I rejoiced with him

when he wed the lovely Pamela. Their wedding was

spectacular, but I still am unsure as to what Motown refers

to. Pamela's charm and wit disarmed Harry as no one else

can. She tells the delightful story of their early married

trip to the Grand Canyon. Harry was apoplectic when their

guide mistook Harry for Pamela's father. She also gently

reminded Harry that the guide's miscalculation of their ages

was not the most anomalous aspect of the mistake.

After hearing much about their house on the Cape

and the accompanying Boston Whaler, Ricki and I stopped

there a few summers ago and it's every bit as glorious as

they describe. With his new senior status we expect that

they will be able to spend more time there. In the last few

years Ricki has had some health difficulties and we both

have been low on occasion. Harry has been a constant source

of sympathy and encouragement. Ricki has cherished his

calls and I too, his support.

But as much as I value Harry as a colleague and a

friend, it is his service as our Chief Judge for seven years

that I most admire. When Harry took over, as Ruth pointed
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out,	 the atmosphere in our court was somewhat fraetieus.	 He

made clear from the outset that he was determined to change

that situation, and he did. He gained all our trust and

deep respect and was pivotal in creating a collegial

atmosphere. We became used to delegating to Harry virtually

all administrative responsibilities, secure in the

conviction that he would deal with all of us fairly and

straightforwardly. It has always been my theory that any

individual decisionmaker is more efficient at administration

10 than a committee. But, Harry has a real talent, a special

11 talent for administration. He is so good at it that I've

12 wondered whether his highest and best use was as a judge,

13 even a distinguished a judge as he is.

14
	

That is not to say he is without artifice. He,

15 with Doug's help, has computerized our Court,.although Ruth

16 was incorrect when she said all of us were converted. Pat

17 Wald and I, Luddites that we are, resisted. We wished to

18 continue the practice of sending memos to each other on

19 crisp, heavy paper. Harry did not confront us, just the

20 paper disappeared. Pat gave up and retired and I dictate e-

21 mails to my secretary.

22
	

In conclusion, as a colleague, a friend and as an

23 admirer of your judicial and executive abilities, I salute

24 your tenure on this Court.

25
	

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Judge Silberman.
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We're very pleased to welcome as our next-speaker the	

Honorable William T. Coleman, Jr. Mr. Coleman is a senior

partner and senior counselor at the firm of O'Melveny &

Myers. A prominent member of our bar for many years, he was

a co-author of the brief submitted to the Supreme Court by

the NAACP in Brown v. the Board of Education. He was

appointed Secretary of Transportation in 1975 by President

Ford and awarded the Medal of Freedom in 1995 by President

Clinton. We are honored to have you with us today. Mr.

Coleman.

MR. COLEMAN: Mr. Chief Justice, Chief Judge

Ginsberg, the other Justices over here and friends. This is

really a hard act to follow and I think that the first part

I was going to make two people have already made, namely the

contribution that Harry made to this Court when he came.

The Court with brilliant lawyers but they didn't get along

as well as they should of in the tradition of the great

Second Circuit under Leonard Hand. Now, I didn't have the

guts that the Justice and the Judge had because I was going

to try to cover it in a way Spencer Rowan d-id when he

criticized Chief Judge Marshall's opinion in McCulley v.

Merlin. Well, all I can say in conclusion to this point is,

Harry, the Bar really thanks you for what you did.

Now, as every McCulley school board knows the

founding father's struggle was whether the United States was
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real justmade up of—the delegation and the	 pawer—of the	

13 colonies. Or, was it an institution which was created by

the people, for the people and of the people. And once

again, the Bar wants to thank you for having the correct

decision, namely that the Court and the Constitution is of

the people.

Also, when it was created, there was the

background that the people that voted upon it really came

usually from Europe and understood the threat of the French

directorate and, therefore, thought there had to be a strong

federal government. But, nevertheless, the honorable three

judges once again has worked out the correct solution. We

are, in addition, a nation which has grown from 4 million

people to about almost 300 million people. Thus, there must

be some checks on interrelationship of the people. I think

that Mr. Justice Barr tried to talk about this in his most

recent book where he talked about ancient liberty and modern

history. This struggle is often reflected in the case of

controversy that comes before this Court. But, the people

have to recognize that even after the 13th, 14th and 15th

amendment were adopted, you have to recognize that 52

percent of the citizens of this great nation didn't vote,

namely the women. And, 17 percent, the blacks, were thought

not to be even persons. These were the issues that the

Court had to pass upon and has done it quite well.
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But, I urge the press, legal scholars, the

2 political leadership to be more understanding in recognizing

3 the complexity of these issues. Appellate judges happen to

4 be the only part of our government where they have to put

5 their reason in writing and publish it for the people. I

6 find it increasingly difficult to determine what is a

7 liberal opinion; what is a conservative opinion. I think

8 that those two concepts really should be left to the

9 political world.

10	 I also concede that in the economic world if

11 you're going to talk about K's in economics and/or Milton

12 Freeman, you can make that distinction. But when you get to

13 determine about judges, you really have to begin to look at

14 it in such a different way.

15	 Judge Edwards, please accept the following as a

16 compliment. Even though I've known you for a long time and

17 I spent sometime talking to your former law clerks, I really

18 can't say whether you're a liberal judge or a conservative

19 judge. Perhaps your reply if asked, but I won't, might be

20 as Mr. Justice Brandeiss replied to Sidney Heiman when

21 Helman on a visit to Brandeiss said, Mr. Justice I think

22 you're a conservative. The Justice replied with affability,

23 I've always so regarded myself. Now, my inability today to

24 be able to make up that decision, Judge Edwards, in no way

25 should detract from my assurance to the Bar that you, with
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1 the	 help	 of your colleagues,	 have earnad a well-deserved	

2 place in the national consciousness and have made invaluable

3 lasting impressions on this nation's jurisprudence.

4	 Finally, I hope and yearn that the artist has

5 achieved a portrait of you in which the observer sees a man

6 without an atom of gall in his whole composition; sees that

7 flair of judicial temperament, judicial scholarship,

8 integrity, commitment to your fellow man, charm and wit.

9 Sees also that facial and shoulder relaxation you always

10 have when you return from the Cape or, indeed, when you

11 return from teaching those bright young students at that law

12 school I didn't go to in New York. And, I hope the portrait

13 captures that unique rhythm and style of a grand life. For

14 you, Judge Edwards, after all in addition to being lawyer,

15 jurist, scholar, teacher, husband and father are part of

16 that American family which gave this great nation the music

17 known as Motown. Thank you very much.

18	 CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Mr. Coleman.

19 Our next speaker is Professor Charles Ogletree, Jr. He is

20 the Jesse Climenko Professor of Law at the Harvard Law

21 School and also serves as the executive director of the

22 Charles Hamilton Houston Institute for Race and Justice of

23 Harvard. In the 1980s, Professor Ogletree was the Deputy

24 Director of the D.C. Public Defender Service and then

25 practiced law in D.C. before joining the Harvard Law School
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faculty. He's—frad an—extraordinary career as a teacher,	

scholar, author and civil rights advocate. I'm happy to

welcome Professor Ogeltree.

PROFESSOR OGLETREE: Mr. Chief Justice and members

of the Supreme Court, Chief Judge Ginsberg and members of

the D.C. Circuit and other members of court and friends and

family, and to especially Judge Edwards.

I'm deeply honored to have a few moments to

describe for you one of my heroes. A legendary figure to

any law student, lawyer or anyone else who believes in

justice and fairness, particularly within the judicial

system. Judge Harry Edwards is the quintessential

Renaissance man, making his mark in every phase of his

distinguished life and leaving markers that have allowed

generations of law students, lawyers, legal scholars and

judges to follow a path of consistent and unequivocal

excellence.

There is a scripture in the Bible that captures

the essence of Judge Edwards. And to paraphrase it, it

simply says, ye shall know him by his works. Much has been

said about Judge Edwards today by law clerks, former

students, lawyers, former and current colleagues. In each

instance we recount stories of a life of service, of

devotion, of productivity, of commitment, of excellence and,

of course, of important and prodigious good works. T join
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those who pay tribute te a man of great aeGomplj,s-hme-n-t—and 	

someone who attained his reputation as an excellent student,

lawyer, teacher, scholar, judge, father and friend the old-

fashioned way, he earned it.

Judge Edwards is someone whom I have known for

nearly 30 years and he's had a profiling impact on me as a

law student, a young lawyer, a law teacher and a legal

scholar. In every phase of my life that we have

intermingled over the last 30 years, his advice and

friendship have always been warm and thoughtful. Judge

Edwards' profound impact is probably not fully realized by

the current generation of law students, lawyers and judges.

Since we live in a time when he is still serving, we cannot

really appreciate how significant his contributions have

been without looking back.

When I think about the context of Judge Edwards'

role as a quintessential Renaissance man, I think of what he

has done in his lifetime and how he reminds me of another of

my heroes, a great person born not far from this courtroom

and who dedicated his life as well to uplifting others.

That person is none other than the great Charles Hamilton

Houston. As so many in this room know today and others in

time will learn, Houston did everything imaginable during

his precious and, indeed, much too brief lifetime of 54

years. Having attended Harvard Law School in the 1920s and
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becoming theftrst African-American elected to—the law	

review. Using his skills, persuasion and knowledge to

attain at Harvard Law School to return to D.C. he completely

revamped Harvard Law School and shepherded it through the

accreditation process and then he went on to train brilliant

lawyers like former Justice Thurgood Marshall and 98-year

old Oliver Hill while they were Harvard law students. To

imagine the impossible, imagine a system of democracy that

allowed black and brown children to receive an education in

the public school setting where they would be judged by the

content of their character rather than the color of their

skin.

Judge Edwards' work as a top college law student,

excellent lawyer in the legal profession, productive scholar

in the legal academy and exemplary jurist in the judiciary

continues that pattern of excellence and hard work without

excuses or ever seeking pity. If you doubt my word, go back

to his college year book or his law school year book; or his

law firm or his field of legal scholarship and labor law; or

his picture among the faculty at Michigan or Harvard; or his

service on the federal court and you notice one consistent

fact, like Houston Judge Edwards often stood alone as an

African-American in a field that needed more like him and

more like Charles Hamilton Houston.

But, Judge Edwards had another impact that makes
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1 him special. If you return to any of thoae venue-s you will 	

find others who look like him, women and men exceptionally

prepared for the challenges they face and meeting and

exceeding the exacting standards that he set for all of us.

Judge Edwards made it through those great institutions and

did so with a pattern of consistent excellence, but he did

more. He went back to the door and he told those making the

decisions "I'm not alone." There are more like me. They,

too, deserve a chance to compete. Demand the same, if not

more of them, but let them compete. Ultimately, he opened

the door for so many of us, but did so by demanding that

those who follow him avoid excuses, work hard and never

doubt that you can make a difference.

As you look around the room and observe his former

law clerks, former students, former colleagues and legal

academy, as you look at the faculties throughout America's

law schools, partners in prestigious law firms and those

involved in domestic and international public service, you

see the essence of Judge Harry Edwards and the diversity

that he has achieved and we have achieved in these many

areas.

Judge Edwards role as a Renaissance man in the

legal profession is palpable in the many articles he has

written with titles like "The Growing Disjunction Between

Legal Education and the Legal Profession, Access to Justice,
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the Social Responsibility	 of Lawyers; Regulating Judicial	

Conduct and Divining Good Behavior for Federal Judges; and A

Lawyer's Duty to Serve the Public Good."

I first met Judge Edwards when he was my mentor

while teaching at the Harvard Law School in the '70s. He

was relentless in demanding nothing less than excellence

from his students. I met him again as a young lawyer at the

Public Defender Service where I argued a case in this court,

which I can say with pride, ultimately resulted in reversal

of unknown district court judge whose name I won't mention

today in a criminal case. Judge Edwards peppered me with

endless questions so much that I wanted to scream calm down

Judge. I'm just a new lawyer. But I knew he was simply

insisting that the power of the argument and the application

of sound principles of law would determine whether I won or

lost. It was not about me nor was it about him. It was

simply about justice.

My life with Judge Edwards continued when I was

going through the tenure process of Harvard Law School.

Judge Ginsberg has already described a little bit of the

collegiality of the law school. I won't go into that. But

if you ever want to feel truly belittled or humiliated, have

Judge Edwards candidly respond to a draft of your tenure

piece. It made me fully appreciate the concept of humility.

But he always hasten to add, it was criticism with love. It
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didn't—feel very loving.	 I can—tell you that the red lining

and blue lining left an indelible mark on my mind and my

scholarship.

But I've also met him in other settings such as on

the high seas searching for striped bass off Martha's

Vineyard. When Judge Edwards, Henry Louis Gates, John

Peyton, and I do our annual male bonding fishing trip on the

Vineyard, you see a very different and private side of Judge

Harry Edwards, demanding, impatient, and selfish. If there

are three rods and reels and four people on the boat, you

can bet that Judge Edwards will grab the first one. And

when he catches the largest fish of the day, he is

insufferable for days, for weeks, even years after the

event. It is a side that you do not want to experience.

But, finally, his insistence on excellence is a

demand that he makes of himself as well. Judge Edwards, I'm

certain that there are many days when you wonder given all

that you've gone through as a law student, lawyer, judge,

practicing attorney, whether or not you're fully being

appreciated. Indeed, as you argued your college education,

I'm sure you're wondering where you have those moments when

you feel like that great philosopher reflecting on his own

life. No, I'm not talking about John Walls and I'm not

talking about Socrates. I'm talking about the great

philosopher of the blues who Judge Edwards must think about

2-6
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occasionally. That great—philosopher is B.B.	 King who said

and it reminds me of Judge Edwards, he said nobody loves me

but my mama and she might be jiving too.

Well, Judge, I want you to know that we love you,

respect you and appreciate you for a lifetime , of service,

commitment and dedication and we will always see you as an

extraordinary person. As Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

reminded us in his March 25, 1965 speech in Montgomery,

Alabama "the arc of the moral universe is long but it bends

towards justice." The portrait that is being unveiled today

is a testament to your life in the field of justice and we

look at that portrait from today on, it will remind us that

you were called. You were called just as the . book of Isaiah

in the 42nd chapter says, "here is my servant whom I uphold.

My chosen one with whom I am pleased, upon whom I have put

my spirit. He shall bring forth justice to the nations, not

crying out, not shouting, not making his voice heard in the

street, a bruised reed he shall not break and a smoldering

wick he shall not clinch. Until he establishes justice on

the earth, the coast lands will wait for his teaching."

Judge Edwards to whom much is given, much is

expected. In this case, you have given generously and

consistently to all of us. And, we say thank you, God bless

you and keep you.

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Professor
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1 Ogletree. T/V-'1I-hear next from one of-Judge	 Edwards former

2 law clerks, Professor Noah R. Feldman of the New York

3 University Law School. Professor Feldman clerked for then

4 Chief Judge Edwards in the 1997-98 term and then went on to

5 clerk for Mr. Justice Suitor in the 1998 term. Professor

6 Feldman specializes in the relationship between religion and

7 political authority and has served as senior advisor on

8 Constitutional law to the coalition provisional authority in

9 Iraq. A highly acclaimed scholar, teacher, public lecturer,

10 we're pleased to welcome him back to where it all began,

11 Professor Feldman.

12	 PROFESSOR FELDMAN: Chief Judge GINSBURG, Mr.

13 Chief Justice, members of the Court, distinguished Justices

14 and Judges, ladies and gentlemen. I am honored and a bit

15 daunted to try to give an overview of the extraordinary

16 contributions to scholarship that Judge Edwards has made in

17 his quarter century on the bench. Because today we're

18 celebrating Harry Edwards the judge I will feel free to

19 restrict myself to the 62 published pieces that Judge

20 Edwards has written since going on the D.C. Circuit,

21 neglecting the 26 pieces that he published before then while

22 a practitioner and a professor at the University of Michigan

23 and the Harvard Law School. By my count that leaves me just

24 about one minute for each of eight articles. So, I think

25 that guarantees that there will be no time for me to reserve
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for	 rebuttal.	

Judge Edwards' academic work may be organized into

four themes, each corresponding very roughly to a period of

his time thus far on the bench. In his first eight years as

a judge, Judge Edwards wrote extensively on labor law, his

primary academic expertise. Apparently, no one told the

Judge that when he went on the court he didn't have to

maintain the same level of academic productivity that he had

maintained previously. He wrote on these topics almost as

frequently and just as deeply as he had done as a professor.

In an area that developed historically through the

prism of conflict between labor and management, the Judge

adopted a pragmatic stance that was aimed at getting the

system to work in the face of inevitable structural

disagreements. Developments in the field, like the rise of

arbitration, were always to be evaluated in terms of the

practical goals of the law. If they functioned to

facilitate effective resolution consistent with the value of

balanced bargaining, then they were to be welcomed into the

fold. If not, they needed to be adjusted or reformed so

that they would serve those underlying goals. The judicial

role in the labor area was subject to the same litmus test.

Where judicial review advances the ball, it's doing its job.

Where activist review would allow ad hoc interference, and

effective mechanisms of bargaining or arbitration, deferral
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is the name of the game.

The Judge's next major area of academic writing

spanning roughly the next siR years of his tenure was legal

education or, to be more precise, the relationship between

the legal academy and the practice of law. In the cap stone

of this period, which Professor Ogeltree mentioned, was the

Judge's famous and some would say infamous article, The

Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal

Profession. As a sitting judge who maintained very close

ties to the academy, Judge Edwards was uniquely positioned

and remains uniquely positioned to identify and protest the

gap that was emerging between his two professional homes.

Judge Edwards in this piece bemoaned the proliferation of

work that he saw as disconnected from the norms and needs of

legal practice. And he, shall we say, remonstrated with

those professors who openly asserted that their work was or

ought to be irrelevant to the practice of law itself. The

central argument was that legal scholarship can be

theoretical but it should always engage the realities of the

legal system.

Written in the Judge's characteristically direct

style the article listed extraordinary reaction, both pro

and con. Some law professors misread the piece as an attack

on interdisciplinary scholarship. In context though it was

more like a judicial call for help and many judges and
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professors agreed with it wholeheartedly.	 The article	

became canonical. It spurred scores of replies, which were

eventually collected into whole law review volumes and the

Judge himself wrote not one, but two published postscripts

to the article in which he so replied to the repliers. Now,

in this fight the Judge won a much more than partial

victory. Today, even the most abstract work in law and

philosophy, law and literature, law and economics directly

engages legal problems and materials. And such work often

takes an unabashedly goal directed stand, a need to give new

arguments to lawyers and to courts in order to achieve

change. This return to the real in legal scholarship has

become one of the keys to the acceptance of law professors

in the broader academic world. It turns out that other

academics in other fields look at the possibility of

effecting the world and kind of think that's an appealing

thought. And they look at law faculties as appealing places

for just that reason. So, when all was said and done the

Judge's intervention played a really key role in bringing

the academics back to the law and the law beyond the legal

academy.

Now, it's ironic that the next major theme in

Judge Edwards' writing, the theme of collegiality, is one he

began to explore about eight years ago in response to a

trend in academic writing that was directly focused on the
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judiciary itself, namely the use of quantitative methods to

analyze judicial outcomes in terms of partisan political

preferences. From his earliest years on the bench, the Judge

had written candidly about the nature of the judicial

process and the rule of judgment in deciding hard cases.

And in his work his emphasis has always been on the non-

political elements of the process and the tendency towards

consensus among judicial codes. So, Judge Edwards' reaction

to this new genre of academic writing was bound to be

skeptical. In the series of articles that resulted, the

Judge first insisted that work purporting to count outcomes

and index them to judicial outlook must be extremely careful

in formulating claims about the causes of judicial

decisions.

Pointing out that judicial decisionmaking on

appellate panels is designed to facilitate deliberation, he

argued that any effects of panel composition must be

understood in that context and that any academic must take

seriously the words of the judges themselves in explaining

their processes of reasoning. Second, he developed the

argument that judicial collegiality understood to

incorporate not only deliberation, but also professional

norms of respect and disagreement, was the hallmark of

successful appellate courts. As Chief Judge, Judge Edwards

had the chance to show that his own writing on collegiality
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was not disjunctive from the legal realities of the court.	

And, as Justice Ginsburg mentioned, the lasting landmark of

the successful embodiment of collegial norms on the D.C.

Circuit is surely U.S. against Microsoft, a case which as

Justice Ginsburg mentioned, was an en banc decision on an

antitrust issue which many commentators considered to be a

very political area of the law issued per curiam in a single

opinion by a unified court.

The fourth and final theme in Judge Edwards'

academic writing is one he's addressed extensively in the

last three years and that is the subject of race. A close

review of the Judge's work over 25 years reveals numerous

discussions of the topic, especially in tributes he wrote in

acknowledgments of the accomplishments of prominent African-

American jurists and lawyers often from the first generation

since reconstruction to be appointed to the federal courts.

But, in recent years spurred both by the Supreme Court's

recent revisiting of the issue of affirmative action and the

50th anniversary of Brown, Judge Edwards has offered a much

more comprehensive scholarly account of the subject.

In these recent writings, Judge Edwards has

delineated a really distinctive view of the way that law

should engage the persistent problem of racial inequality

and legislative efforts to address it. He has argued that

each person expresses his individual judgments and opinions
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through the full range of his own experiences. The social 	

reality of racial discrimination has assured that there is a

range of experiences generally shared by many African-

4 Americans and not by most whites. It follows that when

5 deliberation, discussion and decisionmaking processes are

undertaken it can be extremely valuable for society

7 generally that the perspectives of those involved reflect

8 various sets of experiences, including the African-American

9 experience. This view denies a place in the legal realm to

10 either racial assimilationism, cultural nationalism or

11 determinism.

12
	

Now, Judge Edwards' view on the value of racial

13 diversity and his account of deliberative collegiality are

14 actually related. Diverse perspectives inform and enhance

15 the deliberative process. Yet, these diverse perspectives

16 can improve the quality of decisionmaking only when those

17 who deliberate listen to one another, consider each other's

18 views, engage them and ensure it behave collegially. Those

19 who deliberate in this way, drawing on diverse perspectives,

20 resemble also the law professors and judges who, at their

21 best, bridge the disjunction of their enterprises and talk

22 to each other about common interests. They also have

23 something in common with the participants .in labor

24 negotiations who may disagree deeply and come from

25 profoundly different perspectives, but who in the end can
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construct a common set of sociallsr—va-luable practices even	

without reaching complete agreement.

Thus, when the four themes of his work are

juxtaposed the underlying coherence of Judge Edwards'

thought comes clearly into focus. Labor law provides one

paradigm of effectively managed disagreements. The legal

academy and the legal profession are urged to cross

disciplinary lines and to talk to one another about a common

project, namely the law itself. Deliberative collegiality

among judges represents a further model of common engagement

across potential disagreement with various perspectives

valued. And, the social facts of racial injustice is

confronted and engaged as a challenge to be met by valuing

the different perspectives that have grown out of it.

In presenting this picture of the underlying

unity of Judge Edwards' thought, I have left out several

important articles on a range of questions, including

questions of legal doctrine. One, for example, is his well-

known essay on harmless error. I hope that all of you will

treat these omissions as a harmless error in the Judge's

sense of that tricky term. A human failing that is

inevitable. It's not really harmless, but that it can

sometimes be forgiven so that the show can go on.

Before it does go on though let me mention a final

way that the Judge has influenced the legal academy. And,
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that is througll—his law clerks,	 dozens—of whom_have_follome-d

2 his example and entered the field of law teaching. I cannot

speak for the others, but I know that I never put pen to

4 paper or stand before a podium without imaging the Judge by

5 my shoulder offering his trenched analysis and criticism.

6 The great distinction of today is the Judge is actually by

7 my shoulder. The Judge still is writing at a ferocious

8 clip. There's a book in the offing. I mean, you have no

9 idea. And now that he's taken senior status I have every

10 reason to believe that his pace of writing will increase.

11
	

But, beyond his tremendous scholarly productivity

12 and brilliance. the Judge's clear-eyed vision of the law is

13 going to continue to have an impact through those of us who

14 have entered law teaching directly. The gift of his example

15 is going to keep us striving to live up to his enormously

16 high standards in the hopes of making him as proud of us as

17 we are to have worked for him.

18
	

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Professor

19 Feldman. Our next speaker is Linda Elliott, special counsel

20 to Judge Edwards who before assuming her current position

21 held major management positions here in the court. First,

22 as Deputy Circuit Executive and then the Special Counsel and

23 Director of Automation. Before coming to the D.C. Circuit,

24 Ms. Elliott was an attorney with the D.C. Public Defender

25 Service and a visiting professor of law in the criminal

1
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justice	 crrniu—at GaargeLown Un-iversity Law Center.	 In	

2 addition to her work at the Court, she currently teaches

3 with Judge Edwards at New York University School of Law.

	

4	 MS. ELLIOTT: Thank you, Chief Judge Ginsberg.

5 May it please the Court, Judge Edwards, honored guests. Not

6 to state the obvious, but if Judge Edwards is in charge he

7 doesn't tiptoe up to a project. With creativity, enthusiasm

8 and unmatched stamina the Judge, to use his own description,

9 barrels along. He consequently demands much of the people

10 who work with him, but he also cares about us deeply. The

11 result, what might be called the Edwards effect is that his

12 very, very high standards are never seen as a burden, but

13 rather are recognized as a call to excellence. It's been an

14 honor to watch the Judge work this effect both in the

15 classroom and in his direction of the court staff as Chief

16 Judge.

	

17	 Let me tell you just a bit about what I've seen of

18 him in both roles. As a teacher, Judge Edwards has an

19 amazing ability to turn law students into lawyers. At the

20 beginning of each class he places his students in the role

21 of counsel and as you all know or have heard, they play to a

22 hot bench. Anyone who's had the privilege of arguing before

23 Judge Edwards or even observing him in the courtroom knows

24 what I'm talking about. But, in the classroom he delivers

25 an amazing lecture. He explains the doctrines the students

I
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were struggling with. He expl-d-ins any flaws	 in	 those	

doctrines and he tells the students where any doctrinal gaps

can be filled with legal theory. All the while he

challenges his students to think, not just about how to best

represent their future clients, but also about how any

particular course of representation will effect the larger

public responsibilities at the heart of the legal

profession. In other words, Judge Edwards practices in the

classroom what he preached in his disjunction article. And

the students love it.

I'd like to read to you four or three actually,

three comments typical of the glowing evaluations that Judge

Edwards receives year after year. I can't recommend Judge

Edwards' class highly enough to those hungry for an

education in challenging areas of doctrine and practice. It

is, by far, the best class I've had in law school. The

second comment, Judge Edwards constantly challenged us as

though we were already real lawyers. The class is tough,

fast paced, and this is my personal favorite, not for the

meek. But the feedback was by far the best and most

thorough I've received as a law student. And third, and

perhaps most accurate, Judge Edwards is a wonderful

professor who really cares about training us to be effective

lawyers. He is intense, focused and unyielding but he.

balances his high standards with compassion. His course
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was, you can probably guess, by—far the best that I've had	

in law school. Actually, the words by far and best show up

in the same sentence in a huge percentage of Judge Edwards'

evaluations.

As Chief Judge, Judge Edwards brought the same

caring attitude and unyieldingly high standards to his

direction of the court staff. Judge Edwards understood the

contribution made by every person in the Circuit executive's

office, the clerk's office, the library and the automation

unit. And, he let us know that he saw each of those

contributions as vital to allowing the judges to do their

work. He valued our ideas. He encouraged our creativity

and he actually gave very serious consideration to any of

the suggestions that the staff and managers had about the

operation of the court.

In 1998 when I applied for the position of Deputy

Circuit Executive, a number of people said to me that if I

was offered it I should take it just to have the opportunity

to watch Judge Edwards run an operation. His administrative

skills were by then well-known and highly praised among

lawyers and judges alike. But when I spoke to Judge Edwards

what he told me was that the job would provide an

unparalleled opportunity to learn from, and I'm quoting, a

group of sterling managers and a totally dedicated staff.

Judge Edwards accounted recent accomplishments in the

1

2
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1 clerk's office and he attributed those to clerk	 of the	

Court, Mark Langer. He pointed out, in particular, case

3 management programs managed by Mark's staff that had reduced

the backlog of motions in the court and cut case disposition

5 times. Judge Edwards praised the work of Circuit Executive

6 Jill Sayanga and her staff, highlighting, in particular,

7 Jill's effective management of the recently centralized

8 court and her oversight of the annex project. The Judge

9 said that Nancy Paget's library was an invaluable resource

10 and he told me that thanks to the automation team l would be

11 exposed to the best of what information technology had to

12 offer the profession.

13
	

This crediting of his managers and staff for the

14 administrative accomplishments of his tenure was emblematic

15 of Judge Edwards' leadership style. The Judge is a uniquely

16 energetic administrator of extraordinary vision and while he

17 required his managers and staff to rise to the challenge of

18 that vision, he always showcased our accomplishments. He

19 touted his managers and staff at Circuit judicial

20 conferences and in judges meetings. He conceived of, and

21 for a while personally wrote and produced, a newsletter that

22 informed the judges and their clerks of everything the staff

23 was doing. And, he instituted a revamped staff appreciation

24 ceremony that provided a forum in which the judges could

25 personally thank the staff for their good efforts. And, the
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staff so appreciated everything—that Judge Edwards did for

us and enabled us to do.

At the end of his tenure as Chief Judge we threw

him a surprise party. Now, Justice Ginsburg alluded to the

wizard of the D.C. Circuit and I'm just wild about Harry.

What I'd like to do is tell you the inside story. At this

surprise party the highlight was a video. That video was

the Wizard of the D.C. Circuit. It was a wry but very

affectionate tribute to the Judge's unique ability for

bringing out the best in those that worked for him. In it

the wizard Edwards was played, no surprise here. by a

talking computer that issued rapid fire e-mails and

periodically and rather dramatically declared this is a

nightmare. It's a phrase the staff heard not infrequently.

But, true to the Edwards' effect, the wizard inspired the

scarecrow, the tin man and the lion played by the top

managers at the court to realize that they and their staffs

had within them the talents necessary to achieve the highest

goals.

And, in an affectionate acknowledgment of the

truly personal connection that the Judge had forged with

each staff member, we wore a party uniform. The uniform was

a tee shirt emblazoned with the words from the Peggy Lee

standard, that's what Justice Ginsburg was referring to, the

shirt said, I'm just wild about Harry and Harry's wild about
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me. And, Judge, I can say with great confidence tn-t your	

staff, most of whom are here to pay tribute to you today,

are still just wild about you.

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Linda. Our next

speaker is Virginia Seitz. Ms. Seitz is a partner in the

appellate group at Sidley, Austin, Brown and Wood where she

practices primarily in the areas of constitutional, labor

and administrative law. A Rhodes scholar, she formerly

served as a law clerk to Justice William Brennan, the 1986

term and to Judge Edwards during the 1985 term here. And,

Ms. Seitz served as the chairperson of the Judge Edwards'

portrait committee. So, we're particularly please to

welcome Ms. Seitz back.

MS. SEITZ: May it please the Court. Every young

lawyer fortunate enough to clerk looks to his or her judge

to be a mentor and we expect so much. We expect

intellectual growth and development. We expect professional

guidance. We expect help answering the question what kind

of a lawyer should I be? But, because we did not know you,

Judge, we did not know enough to expect what we actually

got; a demanding teacher, an opinionated relationship

counselor, an energetic career development professional and,

finally, a lifelong friend. Each member of the chambers

family has his or her own personal best memory of life in a

connection with a judge. And, I hope that as I recall
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1 particular memories of chambers life each of you will take	

time to relive your own favorite moments.

Remember first getting a cake from the Watergate

Bakery on your birthday or later a cake homemade by Pamela.

Remember on the first day in chambers the Judge would the

take the law clerks aside and explain that Ann or Pattie or

Judy had terrific judgment and a great deal of wisdom and

that we should listen carefully and respectfully to

everything they tell us. And, then remember later the same

day Ann or Pattie or Judy taking you aside and saying the

same thing about the Judge. Remember the Judge limping into

chambers with his basketball injury, or his squash injury,

or his tennis injury, or his water skiing injury. The Judge

and his orthopedist were intimate.

Remember reading a Judge Harry T. Edwards law

clerk manual, about this thick, the first day and thinking

that you will never write a bench memo as beautiful as the

memo from the Nicole Seligman or David Dubrewan or Terry

Fisher or Dan Cahan. Old-time clerks remember how much the

Judge hated computers.. New clerks, I promise you, as much

as he loves them now. Each new clerk has a wonderful story

about a terrifying instant message received during oral

argument demanding a record citation to which I only say as

a lawyer who's now argued in front of the Judge that I have

a lot more sympathy for the lawyers. Remember the
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1 professional support he always gives us. But even more

important, please remember the Judge officiating at our

3 weddings, standing as godfather to our children, providing

4 comfort at the loss of a parent or sharing joy at the birth

5 of a child.

	

6	 Remember how much he discussed and looked forward

7 to getting away from work and up to the Cape to his beloved

8 boat. And, remember how while at the Cape he sent e-mail

9 requests at midnight and responded to e-mail with a 5-minute

10 delay. Remember how much he enjoyed and respected his

11 colleagues on the Court and how important it was for him to

12 be an effective and fair Chief Judge. I personally remember

13 multiple consultations about whether a particular birthday

14 card would be enjoyed by a particular fellow jurist.

15 Remember the Judge's awe inspiring organization. My year he

16 had a colored-coded file room, an opinion chart and tracking

17 system and also, not a joke, multi-part redwell files for

18 his dog and his cat. Remember how important it was to him

19 that the Clerk's office be excellent and responsive and how

20 he forged relationships of respect and friendship with all

21 court personnel at every level.

	

22	 Remember how he always vowed to turn down the next

23 speaking or writing request and how he never, ever did.

24 Remember the color photos and multi-page compilations of

25 Edwards and chambers family happenings that are the Judge's
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1 annual holiday newsletter. His love for Brent and Mr-nsile

2 and their families was always evident as he related the

3 details of Brent's marriage or latest book publication or

4 the escapades of Michelle's beautiful children. Remember

5 how quickly and accurately the Judge could identify each law

6 clerk's procrastination technique and his unvarying

7 response, stop whining Virginia. Focus. Remember the

8 Judge's joy when Pamela first came into his life exceeded

9 only now by his continued happiness as they share their

10 lives together.

11	 Remember the Judge calling, chambers Saturday

12 'morning to make sure you were working? I mean, to see what

13 was in the mail. Remember that with many options and

14 unsurpassed ability the Judge chose a life of public service

15 and teaching. Remember that he modeled for us the rigorous

16 legal thinking and integrity and standards of quality in law

17 that we should all aspire to. Remember not only that he

18 made us better lawyers, but that he made us better fathers

19 and mothers and sisters and partners and daughters and sons

20 by his passionate belief in the fundamental overriding

21 importance of family and friends.

22	 As a group, Judge, your law clerks were convinced

23 that no portrait could ever capture and contain your

24 intelligence and humor and humanity. But, Simmie Knox has

25 succeeded magnificently. His impressive education and
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accompl1 	 are	 detaiThd—in-your-gragrams.	 I wen't	

repeat them here. But there were three things that were the

most impressive to me. First, was Simmie's ability to

deflect the portrait committee's terrible ideas such as

Professor Feldman's idea, that the Judge should be surrounded

by law reviews from each school where taught or published.

Second, Simmie's calming influence with the Judge reassuring

him that a three-year lead time indeed left him plenty of

time to complete the portrait. Finally, Simmie's perfect

understanding of the enormity of the spirit that he was

depicting which is now perfectly reflected in the eyes of

the Judge in the painting you're about to see. And, Simmie,

we are so grateful to you.

But, Judge, I hope you know as your portrait is

presented today that this gathering of your chambers family

and friends is another picture of your life. It's the

consequence of your intense and sustained commitment to so

many of us. And so, we are presenting to you, our Judge,

our mentor, our teacher and our friend, the love and loyalty

of many years with many more to come.

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Ms. Seitz for

your remarks and also for your prodigious efforts in

organizing the effort that brought forth this great portrait

that we're going to be seeing any moment now. It will be a

spectacular addition to the portraits that grace our
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courtroom. WeII77the time has come—f-or Judge Edwards'

2 llrebuttal. If you'd like to make some remarks, share your

reflections with us, Harry, we'd be delighted. The floor is

yours.

JUDGE EDWARDS: Mr. Chief Justice, Justice

Stevens, Justice O'Connor, Justice Scalia, Justice Suitor,

Justice Thomas, Justice Ginsburg, Justice Bryer, Chief Judge

Ginsberg, members of the Court past and present, Chief Judge

Hogan and members of the District Court and distinguished

guests. I. cannot begin to express my appreciation to the

speakers for agreeing to participate in this ceremony and

then for offering such extraordinarily kind remarks. Thank

you for making my hanging so painless. You made this a

truly special occasion for me.

I also want to recognize Judy Hunt for managing

all of the arrangements for today's events and Virginia

Seitz for chairing the portrait committee. Judy and

Virginia worked tirelessly to make this day a reality.

They've been absolutely terrific. And, of course, I'm very

grateful to the NYU Law School and my former law clerks for

their generous contributions to support the portrait

presentation. And last, but not least, I salute Simmie Knox

who painted the portrait. Mr. Knox is not only a preeminent

artist, but a truly gracious person. It was an honor to sit

for him.
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This has been the best birthday celebration I
 

could ever have imagined. Nothing I can say will fully

convey the depth of my gratitude. But, I'd appreciate it if

you would indulge me one more minute. I'd like to say to my

wife Pamela, my son Brent, my daughter Michelle and the rest

of my wonderful family for whom I hold boundless love; to my

faithful friends, some of whom have come very long distances

to be here today, who have never failed me and with whom I

have shared so many joyous moments; to my esteemed judicial

colleagues who have inspired me over the years with their

wisdom, brilliance and commitment to our judicial system; to

the sterling members of the court staff who work with such

dedication and skill to serve the litigants, attorneys and

the judges; and, of course, to my beloved chambers family

the extraordinary legal secretaries with whom I have worked

over the past 25 years and my treasured former and current

law clerks, most of whom are here today. To all of you, I

say the pleasure has been mine. I have been the beneficiary

of your goodness. I feel so much the better for it. When

you see the glimmer of a smile in the portrait, it is my

thanks to all of you. Thank you.

CHIEF JUDGE GINSBURG: Thank you, Judge Edwards

for 25 years of service on the Court, for your stalwart

leadership as our Chief Judge, for your friendship and for

the many, many years of service yet to come as a senior
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judge. At this time I want to ask Brent Edwards,	 Judge	

Edwards' son, his daughter Michelle and the artist Simmie

Knox please to come forward to unveil the portrait if you

would.

On behalf of the United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit, I would like to thank

all of Judge Edwards' clerks for the gift of this

magnificent portrait which we gratefully accept and which

will hold a place of prominence and honor in our courtroom

downstairs for many, many years. I'd also like to express

our gratitude to the Historical Society of the District of

Columbia Circuit for assisting the clerks with the financial

aspects of the portrait planning process. In a moment the

Court will be in recess and the members of the Court will

come down form the bench to view the portrait. Once the

Court has had the opportunity to greet Judge Edwards and his

family and to offer our congratulations, you are all welcome

to come forward to view the portrait.

A reception will be held immediately following

this ceremony in the atrium of our new annex. I don't think

anyone has mentioned today that the annex was conceived by a

committee chaired by Judge Edwards. The architect was

chosen by a committee chaired by Judge Edwards. And, this

will be the first court ceremony to be held in the annex in

honor of Judge Edwards. The first one ever and it will be

	 49
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1 in honor of Judge Edwards. Please join Judge Edwards, his

2 family, and the Court in the atrium. To get there, take the

3 elevators back to the first floor, at the main corridor

4 there will be staff people who will direct you to the

5 atrium. If you've placed a coat in the coat racks out here,

6 please take it downstairs and there will be a place to

7 accommodate you down there.

	

8
	

On behalf of the Court, I thank you all for

9 gathering with us for this very special celebration. We

10 look forward to seeing at the reception shortly. The Court

11 stands adjourned.

	

12
	

CLERK: Stand please. This honorable Court is now

13 adjourned.

	

14
	

(Whereupon, the proceedings concluded at 5:27

15 p.m.)
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